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“What else is a film if not ‘an expression of experience by experience.’”1

A

ccording to film theorist

screened picture is just as significant

Vivian

the

as the cinematographer’s intended

former refers to the cin-

Sobchack,

reading of the movie. Since the cine-

ematic execution of the

matic experience is filtered through the

plot while the latter stands for the per-

viewer’s own life experience, it is signif-

ceptual involvement of the viewer in

icant to assess not only the relationship

the narrative of the movie. As the au-

between the audience’s perception and

thor states, the relationship between

cinematographer’s expression but also

the audience and the film is colored by

the degree of the viewer’s engagement

the co-dependence of the perception

to the said relationship.

and the expression. The viewer’s per-

For the purposes of this paper,

ception is influenced by the cinematic

however, my analysis focuses on the

expression which, in turn, is always

visual language of the cinematic expe-

filtered through the perception. In fact,

rience as it, after all, is what belongs

as Sobchack elaborates, the viewer is

to the realm of visual arts. Although

bound to be aware of the double nature

Sobchack’s research concentrates on

of the cinema for it is merely an expres-

the conscious and bodily awareness

sion of cinematographer’s perception.

2

of viewer’s surroundings in respect to

Sobchack discusses a phenomeno-

the cinematographic narrative rath-

logical reading of the cinematic expe-

er than on the visuality of a film, the

rience where the viewer distinguishes

double nature of cinematic perception,

the cinematographic space as being

which is the viewer’s perception of the

abstracted from the space of the ob-

expression of the cinematographer’s

server’s life. Even if the viewer was

perception of a character’s experience,

able to physically attain this projected

could be translated into the discourse

space, their experience would never ex-

of visual qualities of the moving picture.

actly coincide with the cinematographi-

Thus, the following paper explores how

cally expressed experience. Therefore,

cinematographic manipulations of the

the viewer’s reflexive analysis of the

relationship between the visual per-
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ception of the audience and the visual

cinematic image are derived: represen-

expression of cinema impact the audi-

tational and configurational.4

ence’s engagement with the picture.

The representational qualities de-

The argument is illustrated through

scribe what the picture represents.

the analysis of the visual qualities of

The configurational qualities indicate

the three seemingly unrelated movies:

how these representations were made.

Antonio Campos’ Afterschool (2008),

Therefore, the representational prop-

Alfred Hitchcock’s Rear Window (1954)

erties belong to the story told. For in-

and Julian Schnabel’s The Diving Bell

stance, the narrative, or the experience,

and the Butterfly (2007).

of Antonio Campos’ film Afterschool
develops in a small private school

132

I. The story is told by the
events being filmed

with the protagonist being an adoles-

1. Cinematic Binaries

and background ambiance solidify the

cent student. Although the dialogue

There are always two levels of rep-

perception, the visual representation

resentation in cinematic fiction, the sto-

creates a comprehensive setting. The

ry told and the events filmed.3 The for-

configurational qualities, in turn, belong

mer signifies the fictional narrative, or

to the events filmed. This category in-

the experience, while the latter stands

cludes multiple elements that could

for the process of the creation of the

vary from the quality of the filmstrip

narrative, or the creation of expression

(i.e. low resolution, overexposure, etc.)

of the experience. This duality of rep-

to the discrepancy in actors’ postures

resentation also results in two levels

or misplacement of the props in the

of perception; the appreciation of the

scenes filmed from different angles. For

story told, or the perception of the ex-

instance, the narrative of Afterschool is

perience, and acknowledgment of the

filmed primarily with a static (alternating

events filmed, or the perception of the

with slowly moving) camera which only

expression of experience. Hence, two

partly captures the characters, thus

properties of the representation of the

challenging visual comprehension of
the setting.

2. Cinematic Reciprocities

is a sequence of manipulated images

The aforementioned cinematic du-

captured through the camera and pro-

alities are co-dependent; represen-

jected on the screen, as soon as the

tational qualities could not be created

audience begins perceiving the viewed

without the operation of the configura-

film through this technical prism, they

tional properties. Hence, the story told

become partially detached from the

could not be created without the events

narrative. These two states of percep-

filmed. Not only are these pairs comple-

tion are continuously negotiated by

mentary but they also are inextricably

the viewer. When the film is viewed

tied to the viewer’s perception of cin-

through the technical prism, the screen

ematic expression. In fact, the audi-

becomes a literal boundary between

ence’s perception could be regarded

the real and the fictional. Using Sob-

as two-fold: the viewer’s attention is

chack’s terms, one can state that the

likely to shift from the representational

perception of the expression of the ex-

to the configurational qualities through-

perience, as opposed to the perception

out the movie. As long as the viewer’s

of the experience itself, occurs as the

attention is captured by the represen-

spectators acknowledge the story told

tational qualities that compose the fic-

as the events filmed. Although the con-

tional narrative, the audience is able

figurational qualities are frequently con-

to perceive the screened image as the

cealed, the viewer is never denied the

protagonist’s experience and not as the

access to them.

cinematographer’s perception.

exposed and presented as representa-

5

They could even be

However, once the spectator shifts

tional qualities, resulting in the conflict

their attention to the contemplation

of the viewer’s engagement with the

of the events filmed, configuration-

movie.

al properties become more apparent,
potentially shattering the engagement
with the film itself, or the story told. In
other words, even though the movie
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Antonio Campos, for instance, ex-

desk (FIG. 1), the subsequent sequence

tensively employs configurational qual-

captures the corner with the bunk bed

ities in the realm of the story told. The

(FIG. 2). The camera remains static in

goal of the story told is to sustain the

both shots. Although Robert remains

expression of the protagonist’s experi-

clearly visible within the frame, the two

ence, to match the audience’s possible

secondary characters move beyond its

experience of the presented events.6

edges either stopping at the margins

Due to the common belief that photo-

and thus being significantly cropped

graphic depiction has a tendency to be

or abandoning the screen completely.

7

134

accurate, the static character of the

This disregard for the camera is sug-

camera creates the illusion of docu-

gestive of documentary footage where-

mentary. Therefore, Campos adopts the

in content outweighs aesthetic concern.

camera placement and/or movement,

Therefore, the sense of witnessing in-

which is a configurational quality of the

tegral to the documentary engages the

picture, as a representational quality

audience with the narrative conveying

in order for the story told to achieve

the actuality of the events.

its realistic character. The majority of

As the camera remains static in a

scenes, especially those focused on a

number of dialogues throughout the

small group of characters, are filmed

movie, the actors become disembod-

from one static viewpoint. The action,

ied as they move beyond the cinemat-

therefore, does not revolve in front of

ic frame while their voices remain au-

the camera per se but around it. For ex-

dible

ample, the movie introduces the protag-

expression of the experience disturbs

onist, Robert, through the immediate in-

the audience’s visual field, therein chal-

teraction with his two schoolmates. The

lenging the viewer’s perception of the

scene takes place in the dorm-room

story told. Naturally, spectators seek

captured from two consecutive angles;

physical ways to expand the scope of

the first few minutes portray the view on

the frame, shifting the attention from

the door with the adjoined protagonist’s

the representation (e.g. facial expres-

(FIG.1-4). Such unconventional

I. Afterschool (Antonio Campos, USA, 2008)
1. Displacement of the characters in relation to the scope of the film’s
frame

135
Fig. 1

0:04:23 – 0:05:00

Fig. 2

0:05:48 – 0:06:03

Fig. 3

0:43:32 – 0:44:38

Fig. 4

1:23:18 – 1:24:13
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sions of the characters) to the config-
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3. Cinematic Maneuvers

urational qualities (the cropped frame).

This visual disturbance of the view-

Yet the situation does not contradict this

er’s perception plays a crucial role in

particular story told for it is partially a

the narrative of Afterschool. As writer/

documentary captured through the pro-

filmmaker Susan Sontag states, the im-

tagonist’s camera and as such could

ages, especially those of violence, ap-

have explicit configurational qualities

pear to be more authentic if they lack

that might contradict cinematic aesthet-

artistic qualities,8 or, in other words, ma-

ics. The audience’s engagement with

nipulations for the aesthetic purposes.

the film is challenged simply because

Thus, the events filmed are perceived

the extra-diegetic visual distraction is

as the experience when the configu-

apparent. Therefore, due to the visual-

rational properties are more apparent

ly available configurational qualities of

(regardless of the artistic intentions).

the film, the slippage between the per-

For instance, Campos captures the

ception of the story told (experience)

central event of his movie from three

and events filmed (expression of the

dramatically different viewpoints that

experience) occurs. The appreciation

are screened inconsecutively through-

of the story told strengthens once the

out the movie. This main event is the

viewer acknowledges that the visual

protagonist’s accidental encounter with

correlation between the protagonist’s

his schoolmates’ drug overdose. The

amateur footage and that of the cine-

scene is introduced by Robert’s own

matographer was Campos’ conscious

footage as he is filming the hallway

choice as, perhaps, an attempt to con-

when the two girls rush into the corri-

vey the uncertainty of adolescent life

dor at a distance (FIG. 5). At first, the

seen through Robert’s eyes. However,

camera slowly moves along the wall in

at the same time, one could not help

an empty space but turns abruptly once

but be slightly agitated by the uneven

the two characters appear in the back-

visual narrative.

ground screaming. As the girls collapse
on the floor, the camera remains stat-

ic allowing Robert to enter the screen

Robert on the Internet later in the mov-

space and interact with them (FIG. 6). A

ie, does not reveal much visual evi-

few seconds pass before other charac-

dence either (FIG. 7). The viewer has,

ters arrive. Shortly, the screen space is

however, already learned what trans-

filled with students that shield the view-

pired at the time of the accident (a drug

er from the scene. The sequence ends

overdose) and thus could reflect on the

with Robert being led away by the staff

new expression of Robert’s experience.

member. Even though this footage is

This second footage is a short clip

captured by the protagonist, the image

filmed on a cellphone camera from the

does not provide sufficient visual expla-

staircase above. Although the charac-

nation of the accident.

ters are significantly closer to the view-

The second sequence, found by

er, the low resolution of the image does
137

2. Three views of the protagonist’s experience
2-a. Robert’s footage.

Fig. 5: The girls have collapsed on the floor
beneath the window.

0:30:24 – 0:33:10

Fig. 6: Robert has approached the girls.
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2-b. Cellphone footage.
0:57:22 – 0:57:46

2-c. Explicit depiction.
1:35:38 – 1:35:59

Fig. 7: Robert kneeled down to help one of the
girls.

Fig. 8: Robert holds one of the girls.

not visually clarify the accident. In fact,

encounter with the dying student, nei-

it is not until the very end of the movie

ther the first nor the last expression of

that the gory details are revealed: the

the protagonist’s experience appears

second-to-last sequence confronts the

as authentic as the low-quality cell-

audience with the explicit imagery (FIG.

phone footage. The first sequence,

8). The high quality of the image com-

described above, is not as prominent

bined with the close proximity implies

as the second one since it is present-

the protagonist’s recollection of the ex-

ed in the context of the movie that is

perience even though it is not portrayed

primarily filtered through the immobile

through his own eyes. By that point, the

camera. The footage that Robert finds

audience can fully perceive the visual

on the Internet, however, convinces

description of the accident for not only

the audience of its actuality due to its

was the event thoroughly described but

inconsistency with the rest of the visual

the characters’ subsequent experienc-

language of Afterschool. Even though

es were disclosed as well.

numerous scenes are filmed on Rob-

Although the latter sequence im-

ert’s amateur camera, neither is as

pacts the audience through the close

noisy and overexposed as this phone

video. The lack of artistry, or aesthetic

al quality of the picture–cinematic para-

manipulation, results in the illusion of

phernalia of sorts. Therefore, although

witnessing.

the last expression of Robert’s expe-

Therefore, the following paradox oc-

rience reveals a scene full of blood, it

curs: the apparent configurational qual-

affects the viewer in a less striking way

ities of the footage are employed as the

because it is emblematic of the unat-

representational ones in order to en-

tainable cinematic world– the fiction.

gage the audience with the story told.

Hence, paradoxically, representational

As explained above, the capacity of

qualities of Afterlife do not engage the

configurational qualities to visually dis-

viewer with the picture as strongly as

turb the viewer is crucial for Afterschool

the configurational qualities do, even

as it alludes to the documentary, therein

though the latter are visually agitating.

reassuring the actuality of the events.

Though, this paradox is not exclusively

Thus it encourages the audience to

due to the particular expression of this

sympathize with the protagonist be-

movie.

cause of his perceivably real, gory experience. Yet this visual disturbance always somewhat disengages the viewer

II. The story is told by the
camera being aimed

from the story told by directly indicating

In order to comprehend what visual-

the events filmed as documentaries

ly disengages the viewer from the cin-

frequently do. At the same time, rep-

ematic narrative, one should consider

resentational qualities such as blood

Sobchack’s claims that the film has a

could call the viewer’s attention to the

body and the cinematic illusion emerg-

expression of the experience and not

es from the spectator’s engagement

to the actual experience, even though
they are framed by documentary-like
footage. Being somewhat acquainted with film production, the audience
would consider blood a representation-
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with the body of the film. 9 In the narrow

ferentiate the viewer from the realm of

scope of this essay, the cinematic body

the imaginary world. The screen adopts

will only be regarded in relation to its

this role becoming a mediator between

visual qualities. As any other artwork,

the two dimensions. It shields the view-

cinema is a window into an imaginary

er from the cinematic world while also

world enclosed by the reality. José Or-

distancing the latter by making it unat-

tega y Gasset, Spanish philosopher,

tainable to the spectators.11 Since the

further notes that the boundary be-

screen is a tangible barrier-mediator, it

tween the two antagonistic dimensions

can be considered one of the configu-

of fictional and real is needed to con-

rational qualities. The latter, therefore,

tain the aesthetic body of the artwork in

could never be fully concealed from the

its enigmatic state. This boundary is a

audience for the viewer is always faced

frame. Not only does it restrain the con-

with the screen. As a result, the view-

tent of an artwork, but it also attracts

er’s perception of the story told never

the viewer’s eyes to the piece by calling

equals to that of the actual event,12 al-

attention to itself and then channeling it

lowing the audience to perceive only

to the aesthetic body.10 Any kind of stat-

the expression of the experience and

ic classical pictorial representation cap-

never the actual experience. The view-

tures an event in time (real or fictional)

er could be disengaged from cinematic

and places it into the moving setting of

narrative at any given moment even

real life. Hence, a frame is needed to

without any external distraction.

stop one’s gaze by attracting it to the
still moment being presented.

Therefore, one could argue that
the issue is not about engagement

Since the cinematic picture incor-

per se but about the viewer’s level of

porates movement, the film has the ca-

engagement. In other words, the cine-

pacity to draw the audience’s attention

matographer is faced with the task of

to its content without the necessity of

making the viewer focus on the story

a frame. Therefore, in the case of cin-

told by creating an expression of expe-

ema, the frame is only needed to dif-

rience that would be perceived as ex-

perience and not vice versa. As Sob-

Surface of the World (1985) to describe

chack states, the film and the viewer

the continuous unedited camera move-

should not be considered in isolation

ment that calls attention to itself as an

from each other as the illusion is cre-

“independent presence.”16 The camera

ated through their interaction.13 In this

neither reflects characters’ points of

regard, one should acknowledge the

view, nor follows them as a subordinate

fact that the temporal gap between two

body. The inconsistent motion of wan-

dimensions occurs. Being presented as

dering camera is the configurational

the story told (thus having been already

quality, which reveals an extra-dieget-

recorded), the viewpoint of the narrator

ic presence— an implied author.17 As

is in the past. Meanwhile, the viewpoint

mentioned above, there are two view-

of the viewer is in the present. The two

points that are brought together by the

points interact through the camera.14

cinema, the viewpoint of the cinematog-

The camera, being the primary medium

rapher and the viewpoint of the viewer.

of movie-making, belongs to the cat-

The former could belong either to the

egory of the configurational qualities.

character, resulting in a subjective cam-

By manipulating the camera settings,

era, or to the director who follows his

filmmakers are able to operate with the

characters remaining unseen. In either

co-dependence of the configurational

instance, even if unacknowledged by

and the representational qualities of the

the viewer, the authority of the filmmak-

picture in order to visually guide the au-

ers is implied. However, when camera

dience through the narrative.

detaches itself from its classical characterological function and wanders on

1. The Eye of the Camera

its own, the viewer distinguishes the

In order to better comprehend the
power of the apparatus, one should analyze such an instance as wandering
camera.15 The term was introduced by
Seymour Chatman in Antonioni or, The
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hand behind the apparatus. The slant

students occurring in the second half of

may or may not support the narrative

Afterschool (FIG. 9-12). The sequence

but it always articulates the guiding

opens with the camera wandering along

presence.

142

18

the forest. Facing the foliage and de-

Therefore, wandering camera cre-

scending, it voyeuristically reveals the

ates another paradox in the audience’s

two students sharing a private moment.

perception. It gives the viewer the abil-

Within the scope of Afterschool’s particu-

ity to see beyond the scope of the nar-

lar visual vocabulary of static viewpoints,

rative revealing extra-representational

such camera work immediately makes

qualities, therein engaging the audi-

apparent the hand behind the apparatus.

ence with the story told. However, the

In this manner, the scene could be read

independent narrating entity strongly

as a comment on the issue of voyeurism

indicates that the events are filmed by

for the implied author is unknown to the

the filmmaker as the camera is not sub-

audience (as opposed to the footage

ordinate to the character. Hence, wan-

filmed by the protagonist that exhibits

dering camera is highly indicative of the

camera movement). This sequence does

configurational qualities of the events

visually agree with the rest of the movie

filmed. It is, therefore, arguable that,

for, as mentioned above, the characters

in this case, the perception would be

are allowed to occasionally slip beyond

threefold: perception of the experience

the margins of the frame, which could be

of the character conveyed by subjec-

observed in this scene as well (FIG. 10-

tive camera, perception of the expres-

11). Yet it is unparalleled because only

sion of the experience of the character

the footage presumably filmed by the

captured by subordinate camera, and

protagonist exhibits the “uninhabited”

perception of the expression of the

setting. The scenes in which characters

filmmaker’s perception filtered through

communicate are always focused on one

wandering camera.

of the participants. Meanwhile, during

The argument could be exemplified by the intimate scene between two

this sequence, the students desert the
frame for a brief moment (FIG. 12).

3. “Wandering Camera”

0:50:49 – 0:54:59

143
Fig. 9

Fig. 10

Fig. 11

Fig. 12
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The visual contrast with the rest of
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2. The Eye of I see

the movie challenges the audience’s

Although the wandering camera in-

engagement with the story told. Even

fluences the audience’s perception of

though the viewer is entertained by the

cinematic experience, the paradox of

altered viewpoint on the protagonist’s

the engagement can also be created by

experience, the visual inconsistency

subjective camera. As previously stat-

with the rest of the narrative has the

ed, the access to configurational quali-

potential to disturb the audience. Yet

ties is never denied. The viewer is free

again, Campos employs the configura-

to shift their focus from the story told

tional as the representational qualities,

to the events filmed at any given mo-

though in this sequence it is not through

ment. This statement is also applicable

the resolution of the image but the cam-

to the perception of subjective camera.

era movement. It is with the camera

The character filtration, or the expres-

that Campos is able to insinuate the

sion of the perception as opposed to

author, and with him, a sense of voy-

the expression of the experience, is

eurism. Wandering camera makes the

achieved when the movement of the

audience self-aware by warning it that

camera is attributed to the character,

there could be an independent entity

therefore being received by the viewer

engaged in the same voyeuristic gaze

as if they were placed in the same situ-

in which the viewer is involved while

ation as the character.19 When following

watching the movie. Thus wandering

a character, the camera represents the

camera simultaneously engages the

filmmaker’s I of I see.

spectators with the story told by pre-

subjective camera the view is no lon-

senting them with relatable content, yet

ger of the I of the filmmaker but of the

challenges their attention by encour-

character. As the viewer acknowledges

aging a self-reflective analysis. The

that the subjective camera presents the

screen-barrier is partly broken.

events through the character’s eyes,21

20

However, with

this filtration further engages the audience with the story told by bringing an

extra-characterological characteristic to

cock’s Rear Window conceals those

the picture. However, this intimate point

properties yet the entire movie is pre-

of view results in the shattering of the

sented through the prism of the protag-

forth wall.

onist’s position. The film opens with the

Although Afterschool is interlaced

camera approaching the window from

with the footage made by the protago-

the inside of the room as if showing

nist as if reflecting his own view (FIG.

everything that there is to see from the

13-14), the movie would not completely

window. Having reached the window

support the argument due to the appar-

frame, the camera stops, signifying the

ent configurational qualities of those

“complete identification between the

sequences (cropped frames; overexpo-

view from the room and the view from

sure, etc.) On the contrary, Alfred Hitch-

the audience”.22 With this, the movie
145

4. Direct look in the camera

Fig. 13

0:22:35 – 0:27:17

Fig. 14

1:17:48 – 1:21:59
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II. Rear Window (Alfred
Hitchcock, USA, 1954)

starts with the fusion of the viewer’s I
and the protagonist’s I of I see.
The synthesis is furthered by the

1. The view through the
protagonist’s camera

acknowledgment of the restrictions of
the visual field of the protagonist. In this
case, the limitations act as the representational qualities of the story told,
not revealing any information about
the events filmed: the frames have a
balanced composition that does not
challenge one’s visual perception of
the movie (i.e. if one of the characters
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is off-scene, the dialogue is supportFig. 15 Direct look in the camera
1:37:48 – 1:37:54

ed by those remaining in the shot).
Having been restricted in his ability
to move, the protagonist is trapped in
one room. Therefore, the audience is
limited to the perception of his visual
field – the expression of his perception.
Paradoxically, this limitation causes the
viewer to be aware of the uniqueness
of the experience – the experience of
the perception of the other. The latter
culminates with the view through the
protagonist’s eye which looks into the
photo camera, which is dramatically
different from both the wandering and
the subordinate camera. In the case of
the subjective camera, the viewer be-

comes acquainted with the hand that

A person cannot simultaneously

is behind the camera—the character’s

comprehend the world and the gaze

hand. Such a view presents an extreme

directed at them, even though, in this

intimacy between the protagonist and

case, it is directed at the character. To

the viewer.

comprehend the world means to gaze

However, such strong engagement

at the world. To comprehend the gaze is

results in the acknowledgment of the

not to comprehend the gaze as the ob-

possibility that one could be gazed at

ject but to be aware of being gazed at.25

by someone whose presence is not

In the case of the cinema, the viewer is

23

necessarily signified. This self-aware-

accustomed to perceiving the seeing as

ness is further reinforced through the

well as the seen,26 but never to be seen.

actual visual signification of that some-

The direct look at the viewer, however,

one: the viewer is faced with the image

transforms the latter from the subject

of the dark window and the lit cigarette

of seeing into the object of the seen.

in it. Similarly to Afterschool, this reali-

In Rear Window, this direct gaze simul-

zation results in the questioning of the

taneously belongs to the representa-

existence of the screen as a barrier.

tional and the configurational qualities

The complete shattering of the fourth

because actor playing the antagonist is

wall occurs when the antagonist looks

looking at the protagonist who is being

directly into the camera – into the I of

embodied by the camera – the connec-

the protagonist’s I see, therefore into

tor of the fictional and the real. Due to

the I of the viewer’s I see (FIG. 15). With

the conventional visual vocabulary of

this brief direct look, the “perception [is]

Rear Window, this particular instance

turned literally inside out and towards

is prominent. By contrast, Afterschool

[…] an expression”.24 The viewer no
longer perceives the expression of experience but is actually experiencing.
This is the moment of complete disengagement of the viewer.
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III. The Diving Bell And The Butterfly (Julian Schnabel,
France, 2007)
1. Opening sequence

0:01:47 - 0:02:40
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Fig. 16

Fig. 17

consists of the sequences with the vivid

viewer, even when the latter is the ob-

configurational qualities which visually

ject of the gaze. Julian Schnabel’s The

disengage the viewer from the story

Diving Bell and the Butterfly presents

told, overshadowing the effect from the

such an instance. Although not imme-

direct glances into the camera.

diately comprehensible, the film opens
up with the fusion of the viewer’s I of I

3. The I of the Eye

see and that of the protagonist (FIG. 16-

Nevertheless, one could argue that

17). The barrier is broken in the begin-

cinema presents instances of the com-

ning of the movie. Once the protagonist

plete merge of the configurational and

is awake, doctors immediately interact

the representational qualities, which re-

with him, hence virtually with the viewer

sults in the strong engagement of the

as the camera embodies the character.

And yet an extreme close-up of the fac-

characters (FIG.16-20).

es creates a sense of familiarity, there-

Furthermore, prior to the fusion of

fore contradicting the previously stated

the Is, the visual narratives of After-

notion of the invisible gaze of the other

school and Rear Window introduced

(FIG. 17). In this regard, the example of

their protagonists to the viewer. In

the direct look in The Diving Bell and

relation to these movies, the visual

the Butterfly dramatically differs from

language of The Diving Bell and The

the ones in Rear Window and After-

Butterfly is reversed. As the story told

school.

explains itself, the camera detaches

Campos’ footage highlights its au-

from the explicit characterological func-

thenticity by channeling configurational

tion, the fusion of the Is, and places

qualities of the actual camera as the

itself into a more conventional position

representational qualities of the picture

of the expression of the experience.

that, in fact, represent the configura-

However, the camera always follows

tional qualities of the fictional camera.

the protagonist. Even what might have

By contrast, Schnabel employs the

been perceived as wandering camera

configurational properties to character-

is not an independent entity but rather a

ize an abstract phenomenon– the one-

portrayal of the imagination of the char-

eyed vision of a disabled person. Both

acter – the inner I of the protagonist’s

Campos’ and Hitchcock’s films allow

I see. Therefore, the movie presents

their characters to gaze into the camera

the highest degree of the visual inter-

unobstructed: these sequences have

action between the protagonist and the

clear images which leave no visible

viewer. The conflict of the engagement

barrier between the gaze and the au-

is held on the verge: the configuration-

dience (other than the actual screen).
By comparison, Schnabel shields the
viewer from the direct glances and enlarged faces during the opening footage
by blurring the picture and cropping the
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2. Direct look in the camera

150
Fig. 18

0:07:52 – 0:10:59

Fig. 20

0:29:20 – 0:32:19

Fig. 19

0:12:17 –0:13:02

al and the representational qualities
of the picture supplement each other,
embodying the infinite reversibility and
co-dependence of the perception and
the expression.

Conclusion
Therefore, one can conclude that
the filmmakers are constantly faced
with pictorial challenges. The visual
guideline created in the scope of the
movie can be easily disturbed as the
151

smallest configurational properties become apparent. Once noticed, they
direct the viewer’s attention from the
story told to the events filmed, resulting
in the conflict of the engagement. It is in
the power of the viewer to concentrate
on either one of the cinematic dualities. However, it is in the power of the
filmmaker to adopt and adapt the configurational properties of the picture in
order to express the experience in the
most beneficial for the narrative way.
Although the paradox of the viewer’s
engagement is irreducible, it can be
manipulated.
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Vivian Sobchack, “Phenomenology and the
Film Experience,” in The Address of the Eye: A
phenomenology of Film Experience (Princeton,
New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1992), 3.
Sobchack is reciting phenomenological thinker
Maurice Merleau-Ponty in order to apply his
concepts to the cinema.
2 Vivian Sobchack, “The Embodied and
Enworlded Eye: Perception and Expression,” in
The Address of the Eye: A phenomenology of Film
Experience (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton
University Press, 1992), 10.
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